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0. Introduction 
The study of dual spaces of finitely generated free algebras over equational 
classes of modal algebras or Heyting algebras provides a tool which permits the 
resolution in a uniform way of a considerable number of otherwise disconnected 
problems, which concern normal modal logics and intermediate logics (see, as 
regards the former, [8] and [2], and, as regards the latter, [3] and [4]). 
In the present paper we study the O-canonical models for the propositional 
normal modal logics, which are, up to isomorphism, the dual spaces of the free 
algebras without generators over the equational classes of modal algebras. This 
analysis allows us, via a result due to Makinson-Segerberg, to determine in a 
rather visualizable way the Post numbers of all the propositional normal modal 
logics which are standard in the literature; moreover it allows us to solve the 
problem of finding, for each cardinal number (Y such that 1s (YG 2%, the 
cardinality of the set of logics whose Post number is CY. Finally, we investigate the 
lattice A’(K) of the modal logics which are axiomatizable by means of formulas 
without propositional variables; among other things, we show that A’(K) is not 
dually strongly atomic and contains a sublattice isomorphic to (R , S) . All these 
results strengthen the impression of the great complexity of the lattice A(K) of all 
normal modal logics. 
1. Preliminaries and basic results 
The propositional modal language that we consider is the six-tuple (P, A, v , 1, 
I, Cl) where P = (8, i E co} is the set of propositional letters. The symbols +, 
=, 0 and the set Wfl of well formed formulae are defined as usual. We assume the 
reader be familiar with the following concepts (see, for instance, [13]): Kripke- 
frame ( W, R) ; Kripke-model ( W, R, V) ; truth of a formula A at a point w of a 
model ( W, R, V), at a point w of a frame ( W, R), in a model ( W, R, V), in a 
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frame (W, R) (in symbols: (W, R, V) LA[w], (W, R) kA[w], (W, R, V) LA, 
(W, R) LA); Generated Submodel [Subframe] Theorem and p-Morphism 
Theorem. 
Given a frame ( W, R) and X c_ W, we indicate by TC(X), or by TC(X, W) 
when necessary, the set XU{WEW:VR*W for a VEX}, where R* is the 
transitive closure of R. 
Definition 1.0. Let w be a point of ( W, R). If TC({ w}) contains an infinite 
ascending chain (i.e., a set { Wi : i E w} of not necessarily distinct points such that 
Wi R Wi+l), then we say that w is without level; otherwise, we call level of w the 
ordinal number lev(w) defined by: 
lev(w) = sup{lev(v) + 1; w R v} 
where ‘+’ denotes the ordinal sum. 
Observe that lev(w) = it iff q “+‘I A+II”I is true at w. 
Definition 1.1. A descriptive frame is a triple (W, R, W), where (W, R) is a 
frame and W E 9(W) satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) 0 E W, 
(ii) W is closed under union, intersection and complementation, 
(iii) Z E W implies t(Z) E W, where t(2) = {w E W: for each v E W if w R v 
then v E Z}, 
(iv) if w # v then w E 2 and v 4 Z for some Z E W, 
(v) for each w, v E W, if not w R v then w E t(Z) and v $ Z for some Z E W, 
(vi) if X E W has the Finite Intersection Property (f.i.p.) then nX # 0. 
We observe that, given (W, R), if W is finite then, by (iv), (W, R, W) is 
descriptive iff W = CT’(W), whereas, if W is infinite, then, by (vi), (W, R, 9(W)) 
is never a descriptive frame. 
A model (W, R, V) is a model over (W, R, W) if, for each e, V(e) E W. A 
formula A is @rue in ( W, R, W) if, for each ( W, R, V) over ( W, R, W), 
(W, R, V)kA. 
For each (Y < o we indicate by Wffm the set of a-formulas, i.e., the formulas 
not containing propositional letters Pi for i 3 a. Obviously Wffw = Wff. Let S be 
oneamong (W,R), (W,R,V), (W,R,W), andletwEW:foreach a<mwe 
set Th,(S)={AeW&:SkA} and Th,(w, S) = {A E Wffa :S kA[w]} (when con- 
fusion cannot arise we write Th,(w) instead of Th,(w, S)). 
A modal algebra A = (D, +, -, ‘, 0, z) is an algebra of type MA = 
(+,-, ‘9 0, z) (where r is a 1-ary functional symbol) such that (0, +, *, ‘, 0) 
is a boolean algebra and ‘c satisfies the following identities: t(x * y) = z(x) * z(y) 
and ~(0’) = 0’. 
Between modal algebras and descriptive frames there is a strict relation given 
by the so called Duality Theory for Modal Logic (see [5] or [ll]); in fact, if A is a 
modal algebra, then the triple A+ = (W, R, W), defined as follows, is a 
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descriptive frame: 
W is the set of all ultrafilters on D, 
R = {(w, v) E W’: for all x E D if t(x) E w then x E v}, 
W={zGw:z={ w : x E w } for some x E D}. 
On the contrary, if ( W, R, W) is a descriptive frame then (W, R, W)+ = ( W, U, 
rl, ‘, 0, t), where ’ is complementation with respect to W and f is as defined in 
Definition l.l(iii), is a modal algebra. Moreover, there holds that, for each A and 
descriptive frame ( W, R, W), A++ = A and ( W, R, W)++ = ( W, R, W) (a 
bijection f from W onto W’ is an isomorphism between (W, R, W) and 
(W’, R’, W’) if w R v iff f(w) R’f(v) and W’ = {f(Z): Z E W}). 
A propositional modal logic L is a proper subset of Wff containing all the 
tautologies and closed under the modus ponens and the substitution rule. A logic 
L is normal if it contains the formula q (P A Q) = UP A q IQ and is closed under 
necessitation rule (A E L implies CIA E L). As usual, K denotes the smallest 
normal modal logic. Non-normal modal logics will appear only in Section 3; so, 
except in this ‘section, normal modal logics will simply be called logic& From 
Duality it follows that each logic L is complete with respect to the class of its 
descriptive frames, i.e., if LXA then there exists a ( W, R, W) such that 
(W, R, W) k L and (W, R, W) #A. 
For each IX G o and each L, the a-canonical model for L is the triple 
Mg = (WE, RE, Vz) defined as follows: 
W,” = {U: U = r f~ Wff= where r is a maximal L-consistent set of formulas}; 
R;= {(U, U’): f or each A, q A E U implies A E U’} ; 
V;(lq={UE wg:ee U}. 
Proposition 1.2. (i) For each (Y c w, each A E Wff* and each U E Wz there holds 
that M,“kA(U) iffA E U, and so M,“kA iffLkA. 
(ii) For each L and (Y s w, M,“k L. 
Proof. In the case (Y = w, ME is the usually defined canonical model for L, and 
(i) is the so-called Fundamental Theorem for Modal Logic (see, for instance, 
[13]); if cx E w the proof of (i) is analogous. The proof of (ii) is straightforward 
(see [8, Theorem 61). Cl 
It is also immediate to show that, if we set 
then (WE, RE, WE) is a descriptive frame. 
Corollary 1.3. Zf L c L’, then, for each ac =S w, Mt, is generated submodel of ME. 
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Proof. Let 44: = (We, RE, Ve) and Mz, = (WE., RE,, Vg,). From L E L’ it 
follows that W,“, c W,“. Moreover, for each U, U’ E WE, we have that U REP U’ iff 
U RE U’. Now, suppose U E Wz. and URE 17’: we show that U’ E Wit i.e., 
L’ fl Wff= c U’. In fact, A EL’ rl Wffa implies, by the necessitation rule, that 
CIA EL’ and hence q A E U; thus, from U Rg U’ it follows that A E U’. Cl 
For each a! s o there exists the well-known correspondence * between Wffa 
and the cy-ary terms (cr-ary polynomials) p of MA, which is defined as follows: 
1*=0, Pi* = xi, (lA)* = (A*)‘, @A)* = t(A*), 
(A A B)* = A* - B* and (A v B)* =A* + B*. 
It is well known (see [5] or [ll]) that (writing 1 instead of 0’) for each 
(W, R, W), Th,(( W, R, W)) = {p*-‘: (W, R, W)+ kp = l}, and, for each A, 
A kp = 1 iff p*-’ E Th,(A*). Moreover, the correspondence * induces a one-one 
correspondence between logics and equational classes of modal algebras; in fact, 
if L is a logic, then the set of identities {A* = 1 :A EL} axiomatizes an equational 
class L* and, on the contrary, if Vis an equational class, then {p*-‘:A kp = 1 for 
all A E V} is a modal logic. Moreover, we have that 
Proposition 1.4. For each L there holak that 
(i) M,“kA ~JSF’.(CX) kA* = 1, where A E Wffa and F’.(a) is the free algebra on 
L* with a: generators; 
(ii) (WE, RE, WE) z F’*(a)+. 
Proof. (i) follows from Proposition 1.2. The function f(w) = {A* :A E w} is an 
isomorphism from (WE, Rz, VE) onto FL.(~)+. Cl 
Because of Proposition 1.4(ii), we shall call ultrafilters the points of Wg, and 
principal ultrafilters those points that, considered as elements of F’.(cu)+, are 
principal, i.e., generated by one element (which must be an atom of F’.(a)). 
Therefore 
Proposition 1.5. U E Wg is principal iff there exists an a-formula 
A(&, . . . , P,._,) such that, for each U’ E W,“, (Wz, RE, Ve) kA[U’] iff U’ = U. 
(In such a case A*(gO, . . . , g,_1), where go, . . , , g,_, are the generators of 
F’.(a), is the atom generating U.) 
Throughout the paper we shall investigate the structure of the O-canonical 
models. Therefore, in the final part of this introductory section, we analyse some 
properties that hold only when LY = 0. The most obvious are set out in the 
following 
Remark 1.6. (i) For each (Y SW, Th,((W, R))sTh,((W, R, W)); when a=0 
we have %((W, R))=Tho((W, R, W)). 
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(ii) For each CY, Th,(( WE, RE)) ~Th,(iMa, and it may happen that 
(WE RLa) #L (in such a case L is called non-canonical). Instead, 
Tho( ( Wi, Ri)) = Th&@) and thus, by Proposition 1.2(ii), ( Wi, Ri) I= L. 
(iii) If U, U’ E Wi and U # U’, then there exists an A E Wf10 such that 
CIA E U - U’ or vice versa. 
Because of (ii), we may consider M”, as (Wi, Rl), i.e., as a frame. 
We say that ( W, R) (or (W, R, W)) is O-distinguishable if, for each w, u E W, 
w # u implies Th,(w) # Tb(u). 
Proposition 1.7. (i) For each (W, R) there exists a O-distinguishable (W’, R’) 
such that Th,( ( W, R)) = Tho( ( W', R’)). 
(ii) Each p-morphism between O-distinguishable frames is an isomorphism. 
Proof. (i) is an immediate consequence of [13, Theorem 3.51. From the 
T.-&r;hism Theorem it follows that Th,(w) = Th,,(f (w)), and thus we obtain 
11 . 
The following Theorem 1.10 shows that, notwithstanding the fact that 
Th,(( W, R)) = Th,( ( W, R, W)), the concept of descriptive frame is not useless 
when (Y = 0. 
Lemma 1.8. Zf (W, R, W) is a O-distinguishable descriptive frame, then 
(W, R, W) = (Wi, RE, w”,), where L=Th,((W, R)). 
Proof. We denote by w and U respectively the elements of W and Wz. Let f be 
the mapping from W into Wi such that f(w) = Th,(w). We show that f is a 
bijection. In fact, since Th,(w) is a maximal L-consistent set of O-formulas, then 
Th,(w) E Wi and so f(w) exists; in addition, it is unique, for ( Wi, RL) is 
O-distinguishable; moreover, from the fact that (W, R) is O-distinguishable, it 
follows that f is injective. In order to show that f is onto, suppose U* E WE and 
let U* = {Bi : i E Z}. For each Bi there exists a w such that Bi E Th(w); otherwise, 
we should have that 1Bi E L and hence lBi E U. So, for each i EZ, the set 
Z(Bi) = {W: Bi E Th(W)} is not empty and, since Bi E WJ& from Definition 
1.1(i)-(iii) we obtain that Z(Bi) E W. Let X = {Z(Bi): i E I}. X has the f.i.p.; in 
fact, if J is a finite subset of Z, then Q,, {Z(Bj)} = Z(B*), where B* = A,, Bj, 
and B*E U*. Thus, by Definition l.l(vi), nX contains a point w*. But 
Tb(w*) = U*, and so U* = f (w*) and f is onto. Now, it is a matter of routine to 
verify that the mapping g from w”, into 9(W) such that g(Z) = {f-‘(U) : U E Z} 
is an injective function from w”L into IV, and that it is an embedding of 
A= (W;, R:, w”,)+ into B = (W, R, W)+ (g(A) being the subalgebra of B 
generated by 0). Thus (see [ll] or [5, Lemma 4.91) there is a p-morphism h from 
(W, R, W) onto ( Wi, RL, w”,). Therefore, by Proposition 1.7(ii), ( W, R, W) = 
(W:, R;, w”,>. •I 
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Corollary 1.9. Zf ( W, R ) is a O-distinguishable frame, then there is at most one 
W E 9(W) such that ( W, R, W) is a descriptive frame. 
We observe that there are O-distinguishable frames ( W, R) such that, for each 
WE p(W), ( W, R, W> is not a descriptive frame: let us in fact consider (0, >). 
There holds that 
(0, >) Lo”+’ I ~Xl~l.[rn] iff m =n. 
This implies that (w, >) is O-distinguishable and that, if WE 9(W) satisfies the 
conditions (i)-(iii) of Definition 1.1, then {{n} :n E o} E W; but, in such a case, 
(ii) implies that X = {W - {n} :n E o} E W, and therefore, since X has the f.i.p. 
and n_X = 0, W does not satisfy (vi). Cl 
Theorem 1.10. Let ( W, R) be a 0-distingukhable frame and ( W, R) k L. Then: 
(i) There exists an injective function f from W into WE such that if w R v then 
f(w) R:f (v). 
(ii) Zf there exists a WE P(W) such that ( W, R, W) is a descriptive frame, 
then ( W, R) is isomorphic to a generated subframe of I)IpL. 
(iii) Zf for each w E W, TC({w}) is finite, then ( W, R) is isomorphic to a 
generated subframe of I@. 
Proof. (i) The function f :f (w) = Tb(w, ( W, R)) is the required function. 
(ii) Since (W, R)kL we have that LsL’=Th,((W, R)), and since (W, R) 
is O-distinguishable, from Lemma 1.8 we obtain that ( W, R) = tiL,. So the result 
follows from Corollary 1.3. We observe that the embedding is given by the 
function f of case (i). 
(iii) If (W, R) is not isomorphic to a generated subframe of I)IpL then, by (i), 
there exists w E W such that either 
(a) f(w) RL U’ and U’ 4 f(W), or 
(b) f(w) RL f (v) and not w R v. 
Let us consider (TC({w}), R rTC({w})); since TC({w}) is finite, (TC({w}), 
R 1 TC({w]), ~(TC(k]))) is a O-distinguishable descriptive frame, and hence, 
by (ii), the function f is an isomorphism between (TC({ w}), R r TC({w})) and a 
generated subframe of Mg, against (a) and (b). 0 
2. The structure of MK and l(lpK4 
In Section 3 we shall study the O-canonical frames of the most important 
normal modal logics in order to determine their Post numbers. From Corollary 
1.3 we have that each of these frames is a generated subframe of I@,, whose 
structure, therefore, we analyse in the first part of this section. But, since A& 
does not satisfy important properties which are satisfied by A& and since these 
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properties make l)lpK4 more ‘controllable’, it will be useful to consider Mk4 as the 
basis of the study of ML whenever K4 E L. Therefore we devote the second part 
of this section to the analysis of Mid. 
We consider the following partition of Wi: 
In [l] we proposed the same partition for each WE, (Y E w, and since the purpose 
of that paper was to investigate the atoms of free modal algebras, we 
concentrated our attention on W&, showing that it is the set of all principal 
ultrafilters of F,&cr). Now, for the convenience of the reader, and since the 
structure of Wk is much simpler than that of W& when cy> 0, we give 
Proposition 2.0 which is the case of [l, Theorem 2.41 in which we are interested; 
but, since for the purposes of the present paper the whole structure of Wi is of 
interest, we shall also analyze Wk, and Wg,. 
Construction of Wg*. First we observe that Wk is closed under Rg, and so 
(W& Ri 1 WkA) is a generated subframe of M& Moreover, since On+‘1 E U 
iff lev(U) c n, we obtain that Wk = {U E Wk: lev(U) E w}. We show that for 
each n the set {U: lev(U) = n} is finite and non-empty. If n = 0, then 
]{ U: lev( U) = 0} I= 1. In fact, lev(U) = 0 iff El1 E U, and Cl1 is consistent with 
K; moreover, 01 E U implies that CIA E U for each A. So, if lev(U) = lev(U’) = 0 
then, by induction on the construction of the O-formulas, we obtain that for each 
B E WffO, B E U iff B E U’, i.e., U = U’. 
We indicate by U, the point of Wi whose level is 0. Suppose now that, for each 
msn, {U:lev(U)= } ’ fi ‘t m 1s m e and non-empty. We have that lev(U) = n + 1 iff 
for each U’ such that U R& U’, lev( U’) G n and there exists U” such that U Rk U” 
and lev(U”) = n. Suppose lev( U) = lev( U*) = n + 1 and consider the sets 
{U’ : U Rg U’} and {U’ : U* Rk U'} ; since, for each U’, lev( U’) 6 n, we obtain by 
induction hypothesis that these sets are finite. Moreover, since i@ is O- 
distinguishable, it follows, by induction on the construction of O-formulas, that 
(*) U=U* iff (U’:UR&U’)={U’:U*R~U’}. 
and so {U : lev( U) = n + l} is finite. In order to determine the cardinality of such 
a set, observe that, from Definition 1.0 and (*), it follows that there is a one-one 
function from {U: lev( U) = n + l} and {X c Wk : lev( U’) s n for each U’ E X 
and lev(U’) = n for some U’ E X}, thus obtaining that 
l{U:lev(U) =n + l}] = (2’- 1)(2’), 
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where r=I{U’:lev(U’)=n}( and t=l{U’:lev(U’)~n-l}l. Fig. 1 represents 
tiK r {U:lev(U)S2}. 
(Figure 1) 
Key to the interpretation of the figures. If a point w is represented by 0, then not 
w R w, while, if it is represented by o, then w R w. The symbol (TR) near the 
figure means that the relation must be considered transitive. 
Proposition 2.0. W k is the set of all principal ultrafilters of ME 
Proof. First we prove, by induction on the level and via Proposition 1.5, that the 
ultrafilters of Wk are principal, showing that for each U E WL there is a 
formula AK(U) such that, for each U’ E W$ AK(U) E U’ iff U’ = U. In fact, if 
lev( U) = 0, then, from {U: lev(U) = 0) = {U,,} it follows that AK(U) = 01. If 
lev(U)=n + 1 and if we set {U’:URkU’} = {Vi,. . . , Ui}, we obtain, by 
means of (*), that 
AK(U) = [0”+‘1 A ~0”+~1) A (OAK(U;) A - - . A OAK(U;) 
A q (A,(U;) v - . . v AK(U:)). 
Now we show that if U E Wi - WL then U is not principal. From the 
well-known result that K is complete with respect to the class of finite frames 
without cycles (see [5, Lemma 2.2]), it follows that 
for each A E Wj&, Kl-A iff {Wi,+ Ri r WkA) kA; 
therefore, if U E Wg - Wk* and A E U, then from KXlA it follows that A E U’ 
for some U’ E Wg*, and so the result follows from Proposition 1.5. Cl 
Corollary 2.1. There exists X E WL such that 1X1= K0 and Ri 1 X = 0. 
Proof. From Proposition 2.0 and Theorem l.lO(iii) it follows that the frame 
(W, R) in Fig. 2 is (isomorphic to) a generated subframe of tiE The set 
X = {Xi : i E w} satisfies the conditions of the corollary. Cl 
(Figure 2) 
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Theorem 2.2. ( W&, R: 1 W&z> = ({w), {(w, w)>>. 
Proof. We show that ( WkC, Rg r Wg,) is a generated subframe of M& In fact, 
if U 4 W& then o”Ol E U for some n 2 0, and so, if U’ Rg U then 0”+1~~ E 
U’ and U’ $ W&. Now, for each U E WL,-, 01 (i.e., 0’01) 4 U, and so there 
exists a U’ such that U Rk U’; therefore the function f from (W&, Rk r W&) 
onto ({w), {( w, w ) } ) is a p-morphism and hence, by Proposition 1.7, an 
isomorphism. Cl 
We indicate by U, the point of W& 
Since WkA and Wg, have been completely described, and since 1 WkI = X0 
and 1 Wk,-1 = 1, the complexity of ML is due to W& 
Theorem 2.3. 1 Wg,l (and hence I Wgl) = 2%. 
Proof. Let us consider the frame (W, R) of Fig. 2 and set X = {Y c X: ]Y( = 
X0}. For each Y E X we define the frame ( W,, RY) as follows: 
W,=WU{wy} and Ry=RU{(wy, w):wETC(Y)}. 
We have that if Y f Y’ then 
Tho(w, (W-r, RY)) f ~o(wY,> (WY, RY’)). 
In fact, if x E Y - Y’ (or vice versa) then x E TC(Y) - TC(Y’) and, since 
XEWL, by Proposition 2.0 we have that 
O&(X) E Tho(w, (WY, RY)) - Tho(+-,, (WY,, RY’)). 
Therefore, since, for each Y, Tho(wy, (WY, RY)) = U, E W$,, we obtain that 
) WiBl 3 1x1 and hence I W&l = 2%. (We observe that, throughout the proof, it is 
sufficient to take Y instead of TC(Y); this choice is due to the fact that we shall 
use this proof also in the following.) 0 
We recall that K4 is the logic axiomatized by K U {UP- q l*P}, and that 
(W, R) is a K4 frame iff R is transitive. In order to determine the set of the 
principal ultrafilters of l(lpK4 we report, in Lemma 2.4 and Proposition 2.5, some 
results obtained by reducing to the case (Y = 0 some theorems presented in [l]. 
Lemma 2.4. A finite K4-frame (W, R) is O-distinguishable only if (i) w R v and 
v R w imply w = v and (ii) IS(w) = {u} implies that not u R u, where IS(w) (the 
set of the immediate successors of w) is {u : u # w, w R u, and if w R v and v R u 
thenv=worv=u}. 
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Construction of (W,, R,). Let ( W, R) be a O-distinguishable finite K4-frame 
and let R’ = R - {(w, w) : w E W}. Since R is transitive, condition (i) of Lemma 
2.4 implies that (W, R’) is a transitive frame without cycles, and thus each w, 
considered as element of ( W, R’), has finite level IZ. If we consider w as element 
of the original ( W, R), we can define IZ the pseudo-level of w. At this point it is 
possible to construct, by induction on the pseudo-level, a chain of finite frames 
( W,,,, R,) with the following property: if ( W, R) is a O-distinguishable finite 
KQframe and m is the maximum among the pseudo-levels of its points, then 
(W, R) is isomorphic to a generated subframe of (W,, R,). So, calling 
(W,, R,) the union of the chain, we obtain that it contains all the O- 
distinguishable finite K4-frames. In detail: at first we define (W,, R,) by setting 
W, = {wO, vO} and R0 = { ( vo, vo)}. In fact, if the pseudo-level of z is 0, then its 
generated subframe is either ({z}, 0) or ({z}, {(z, z)}). Suppose W,,, and R, be 
defined for each m 6 n, and set 
W,* = W, - W,_, and 
Z,={Y~W~:TC(Y)=Y,YnW,*#0andYt7W,*f{u}ifuR,u}. 
We define 
w* n+1= {WY, vy: YE I,}, w,,, = w, u w,*+, and 
R n+~=R,U{(wy, u), (v,,u):YeZ,andueY}U{(vy,vy):Y~Z,}. 
(The last part of the definition of Z, is justified by the condition (ii) of Lemma 
2.4.) Finally we define (W,, R,) by setting W, = U {W” :n E o} and R, = 
LJ {R, : n E w}. (Fig. 3 represents (W,, R2) completely and ( W,, R3) partially.) 
VW (Figure 3) 
It can immediately be seen that R, is transitive, and hence ( W,, R, ) is a 
K4-frame. We list the properties of ( W,, R, ) that we need, in the following 
Proposition 2.5. (i) Each finite O-distinguishable K4-frame ( W, R) is isomorphic 
to a generated subframe of ( W,, R, ). 
(ii) ForeachAEWflo,K4tAiff(W,,R,)kA. 
(iii) For each w E W, there exists a formula A,,(w) E Wffo such that ( W,, R,) k 
A,&w)[v] iff v = w. 
(iv) The function f f rom W, into Wg, such that f (w) = Tho(w, (W,, R,)) is an 
tkomorphism between ( W,, R, > and a generated subframe of iI&+ 
(v) f (Wo) is the set of all principal ultrafilters of Wi,. 
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Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 2.4 by induction on the pseudo-level of the points 
of W. (ii) follows from (i) and the fact that K4 has the Finite Model Property. (iii) 
is obtained by means of [l, Theorem 3.61. We observe that from (iii) it follows 
that conditions (i)-(ii) of Lemma 2.4 are also sufficient to ensure that a finite K4 
frame be O-distinguishable. As regards (iv), from the construction of (W,, R,) 
we have that for each w E W,, TC({w}) is finite, while from (iii) it follows that 
( W,, R, ) is O-distinguishable; thus we obtain (iv) via Theorem l.lO(iii). As 
regards to (v), first we prove, via Proposition 1.5, that if U =f(w), then U 
is principal, showing that b&!=AKd(+v)[U’] iff U’ =f(w). Suppose ikf&,k 
A&w)[U’]. By (ii) and (“‘) u1 we obtain that, for each B E Wjj& K4 IA&w)+ B 
iff B E Tb(w, (W,, R,)), and so U’ =ThO(w, (W,, R,)), i.e., U’ = U. On the 
other hand, if U $f[W,], then, by (ii), for each B E U there exists w E W, such 
that B E f(w) and so, again by Proposition 1.5, U is not principal. Cl 
Henceforth we identify W, with f[W,], i.e., we take (W,, R,) as a generated 
subframe of tiK4. 
Corollary 2.6. Zf U E Wi, is not principal, then for each n E o there exists U’ such 
that U’ E W,* and U Rid U’. 
Proof. The formula 
B = ( ,,ow ~OAKIW)) - & &4(W 
: n 
holds in ( W,, R, ) and therefore, by Proposition 2S(ii), is a theorem of K4, so 
B E U. Since U is not principal, from Proposition 2S(iii)-(v) it follows that 
U $ W, and that AK4( U”) $ U for each U” E W,; therefore, 0AK4( U’) E U for a 
U’ E W,*, and hence (see the definition of Ra, U Rg4 U’. Cl 
Theorem 2.7. 1 Wk4:,l = 2%. 
Proof. The frame of Fig. 4 is a generated subframe of ( W,, R, ) and therefore of 
I+&. So the proof is obtained by 
CT W (Figure 4) 
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that of Theorem 2.3 by substituting the frame of Fig. 2 by that of Fig. 4, and 
using Proposition 2.5(v) instead of Proposition 2.0. In fact, the frames (WY, RY) 
obtained in such a case are transitive. Cl 
Corollary 2.6, which says that each non-principal ultrafilter of W&, is related to 
infinitely many principal ultrafilters of Wi4, marks an important difference 
between A& and I@~; the latter, in fact, contains non-principal ultrafilters not 
related to any principal ultrafilter. We want further to justify this difference. 
Since K E K4, we know that A&d is a generated subframe of M& and hence 
( W,, R, ) too is a generated subframe of h& (in particular, w. = U. and 
u. = (loo). But, while U, is not a principal ultrafilter of tiK, it is nevertheless a 
principal ultrafilter of M&, (AK4(U&,) = (3X A 100l)); this is so because, on 
one hand, for each A E U, there exists a U’ E Wk such that A E U’, but, on the 
other hand, this U’ does not belong to Wk,+ Summing up, we have 
Theorem 2.8. (i) U is a principal ultrafilter of l(lpK4 iff TC( { U}) is finite. 
(ii) U is a principal ultrafilter of @n iff O”I E U for some n E 0. 
(iii) I)IpK does not satisfy the right-to-left implication of (i) and b& does not 
sattkfi the left-to-right implication of (ii). 
3. Post numbers 
The most direct application of the analysis made in Section 2 regards the Post 
numbers of normal modal logics. We recall that a modal logic (not necessarily 
normal) is said to be Post complete if it has no proper consistent extensions; the 
Post number of a Zogic L (denoted by p(L)) is the cardinal of the set of all Post 
complete extensions of L. 
The problems in the study of the Post numbers can be divided into two groups. 
Those belonging to the first group have the following form: given a certain L, 
determine p(L). Many examples are present in the literature. The remaining 
problems refer to this general problem: given a cardinal number a; 1 d cy G 2%, 
determine the cardinality of {L:p(L) = (u} (obviously, for each L, 1 <p(L) d 
2%). Partial answers have been given: for instance, it is known that for each 
lGcu==2EC”, {L:p(L)=cu} is not empty and that, if cr is countable, then 
{L:p(L) = (u} 3 Ho. We shall give a complete answer to this general problem in 
Theorem 3.1. In the examples following this theorem, we shall use the 
description of wK and A& in order to determine the Post numbers of all the 
most studied normal logics. 
The link between the problems relative to Post numbers and the results of 
Section 2 is given by the following 
Proposition 3.0 (see [lo] or [12]). F or each normal logic L, p(L) = ) Wil. 
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Theorem 3.1. I{L:p(L) = cu}l = 2%, for each 1s a < 2%. 
Proof. Case 1: cr = 1. It is a consequence of many results in the literature that 
the logic KD, axiomatized by K U (fl1) or, equivalently, by K U {CIA- OA}, 
has 2& extensions (see, for instance, [6]). Let {Di: i E 2’“) be a set of extensions 
of KD. For each i, WLi = {U,} ; in fact, since U, 4 WLi, from Corollary 1.3 it 
follows that Wk, fl Wk = 0 and Wg n WiB = $3, and therefore Wgi = W& = 
{U,}. So we have that ({L:p(L) = 1}1= 2’0. 
Case 2: (Y = it 2 2. We define the following subset {U, : m E o} of Wk (see 
Fig. 5): U,, was defined in Section 2 as the only ultrafilter whose level is 0; U,,, is 
the ultrafilter such that U,,,,, Rk U implies U = 17,. 
(Figure 5) 
For each Di of Case 1 let Li,n be axiomatized by 
KU ((, myn_2Ad(I,)) vA:A Eo,}. sz - 
We show that Di # Dj implies Li,n # Lj,,. Suppose in fact that Di k A and Dj ,&A; 
then there is a descriptive frame (W, R, W) of Dj which falsifies A. But 
( W, R, W) kDj implies (W, R, W) kLj,n and SO, from (W, R, IV) bdT~_, it 
follows that 
Lj,n 1 (osmljn_2A~(Um)) V * 
On the other hand, Di k A implies that 
Li,n I- (,, mVn_2A~(Um)) V A, 
6 =s 
and hence Li,n # Lj,,* Moreover, for each i, WEi n = {U,, U,, U,, . . . , Un_2} (see 
Fig. 5); in fact (see the proof of Proposition 2.0) VOGm6n_-2AK(Um) E U iff 
U=U, for some OSmsn-2, and, if UEW~~~ and UZU,,, for each Ocrn< 
n - 2, then Di fl Wffoo U and hence U = U&. Therefore we obtain that 
I{L:p(L)=n}l=2K0. 
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Case 3: a = K,,. Let ( W, R) be the frame defined as follows (see Fig. 6): 
UW 
.w,= f.& 
4 VlO l w1 
v20 4 l w2 
v30 A 
. l w, 
. 
. 
. 
. 
i!j 
. 
OU 
(Figure 6) 
U{(V,, Wj):~Ci}U{(U,X):X=UorX=wi}. 
Let Ybeaninfinitesubsetof {Vi:iEO-{0}} and W,={W~:~EW}UYU{U}. 
Since TC(Wy) = WY, we have that (WY, RY), RY = R r WY, is a generated 
subframe of ( W, R). Let IV, be the set of all finite subsets of WY not containing u 
and all cofinite subsets of WY containing u. We show that (WY, Ry, WY) is a 
descriptive frame. In fact, conditions (i) and (ii) of Definition 1.1 are satisfied. As 
regards (iii), let 2 E IV,. If ~0 $2 then t(2) = 0 E W,; if {Wi : i E O} G Z then 
f(Z) = Z E IV,; if there exists an i 3 1 such that Wi $ Z and for each j s i, Wj E Z, 
thent(Z)={wj:j~i}U{ v, : v, E Z and r < i}, and also in such a case t(Z) E IV,. 
As regards (iv), if x # y then either x or y (suppose x) is not u, and since {x} E IV, 
condition (iv) is satisfied. Let us consider condition (v); if not x Ry y then only 
the following four cases are possible: (1) x = wi or x = vi, and y = u; in such a 
case set Z = TC(({x}). (2) x = wi and y # wj for each j < i; in such a case set 
Z =TC({Wi_i}) if i al, Z=0otherwise. (3)x=vi, andy#wjforj<iory#vi; 
set Z = TC{Vi}). (4) x = u and y = Vi; set Z = WY - {Vi}. In all cases we have that 
Z E IV,, x E t(Z) and y 4 Z, thus satisfying (v). Finally let us consider condition 
(vi) and let X G IV,. If X does not contain finite sets, then u E nX; otherwise, let 
z = {x0, . . . ) x,} be a finite set of X. If nX = 0 then for each i 6 n there exists a 
Zi EX such that Xi $ Zip and therefore Z n &,, Zi = 0, i.e., X does not have the 
f.i.p. Thus also condition (vi) has been satisfied and therefore (WY, Ry, WY) is a 
descriptive frame. It is also O-distinguishable: in fact (WY - {u}, RY f (WY - {u}) 
is a generated subframe of the frame ( W,, R, ), and so for each x E WY - {u} the 
formula AKa(x) belongs to x only. Now, if we set Ly = Th,( ( WY, RY)), by means 
of Lemma 1.8 we obtain that (WY, Ry, W’) = (Wz,, Ri,, w”,,), and so 
p(L,) = No. Let Y# Y’ and suppose v E Y - Y’; we have LYX1AK4(v) and 
Ly t lA&v), i.e., Ly # Lyp. Thus we obtain I{L:p(L) = H,}( = 2%. 
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Case 4: (Y = 2%. Let us consider the frame of Fig. 2 and set X = {Z EX: ]ZI = 
K,}, where X = {xi : i E w}. For each Z EX let Lz be axiomatized by K U 
{iA&) :x E X - Z}. We have that the frame (W - (X - Z), R 1 W - (X - Z)) 
is an L,-frame. Now, set Z = {YE Z: lY[ = K,}. If we substitute in the proof of 
Theorem2.2 (W, R) by (W-(X-Z), R 1 W-(X-Z)) andXbyZweobtain 
that IW,,l = 2%; in fact each frame (WY, RY) obtained in such a case is an 
Lz-frame. Moreover, since Z f Z’ implies that Lz #Lzr, we obtain that 
l{L:p(L) = 2%}l= 2Q. cl 
The logics whose Post number we shall determine are those that appear in [9] 
and [13]. As observed in Theorem 3.1(i), if KD EL then p(L) = 1; on the other 
hand, if L c L’ and p(L’) = 2% then p(L) = 2%. (For instance, from Theorem 2.7 
it follows that if L E K4 then p(L) = 2%.) Therefore, among the following 
examples, there are neither extensions of KD, nor logics having an extension 
whose p(L) has been shown to be 2 %. We shall use Corollary 1.3, making 
reference to the structure of wK for logics not containing K4, and to that of II&, 
for the others. As observed above, we consider (W,, R,) to be a generated 
subframe (and thus not only isomorphic to a generated subframe) of b&. 
Example 1. Let L = KB (recall that (W, R) kKB iff R is symmetric). Then 
p(L) = 2. 
Proof. We show that Wz = {U,,, U,}. In fact, if U E Wg* and U Rg U’ then not 
U’ Rg U and therefore Rk 1 TC({ U}) is not symmetric; so Wz rl Wk = {Cl,,}. 
Obviously (see Theorem 2.2) W&c Wz, i.e., U, E Wz. On the other hand, 
WE n Wk, = 0; in fact, from the definition of Wi, it follows that for each 
UE w;, there exists U’ E Wk such that U RF 17’. But Wk is R>closed, 
and so not U’ Rz U. Therefore Wi = {U,, U&,} and, by Proposition 3.0, 
p(L)=2. cl 
From Example 1 it follows that p(K4B), i.e. p(K5), equals 2. 
Example 2. Let L = KE (recall that ( W, R) kKYZ3 iff R is euclidean, i.e., w R v 
and w R z imply v R z). Then p(i) = 2. 
Proof. For each U E Wk, not U Rk U and therefore Wg Cl Wk = {U,}. 
Furthermore, by definition of WiB there exist IZ E o and U” such that U RF U” 
and U” Rk U,,. Since not U, Ri U, we have that U” 4 Wi, and U 4 WL, and there- 
fore Wg rl W& = 0. Finally, Urn E Wz, and so Wz = {U,, U,} and p(L) = 2. Cl 
From Example 2 it follows that p(K4E) = 2. 
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Example 3. If L = KAlt, then p(L) = K,,, whereas, if L = KAlt,, for n 3 2, then 
p(L) = 2% (recall that (W, R) !=KAlt,, iff, for each w E W, I{v : w R v}l S n). 
Proof. MKAl,, is as in Fig. 5, and so p(KAlt,) = K,,. Let L =KAlt,, n L 2. For 
each 2 E w set 
rz = {O”“O_L :n E 2) U {lOm+lO1 :m f$ Z} 
and consider the frame ( W,, R,} such that 
W~={Wi:iEO}U{Uo}, 
R,={(Wi-, Wi+l):iEW}U{(Wi, Uo):ieZ}. 
It is immediate to observe that (W,, R,) I=KAlt2. Moreover, (W,, R,) t= I”,[wO] 
iff Z’ = Z. So, since for each Z E o, r, G Wfio, we obtain that IW”,l = 2%. Cl 
Example 4. Let L = K4.2. (( W, R ) I= K4.2 iff R is transitive and, for each w E W, 
R lTC({w}) is convergent, i.e., for each x, y E TC({ w}), if x # y then there 
exists a z such that x R z and y R z). Then p(L) = 2%. 
Proof. The relation R of the frame (W, R) in Fig. 4 and the relations RY of the 
frames (WY, RY) introduced in the proof of Theorem 2.7 are transitive and 
convergent. Hence, by the same theorem, we obtain that p(L) = 2%. 0 
Lemma 3.2. If K4 E L and if there exists an infinite subset X of Wz II W, 
satisfying the following conditions :
(i) for each U, U’ E X there exists an U” E X such that U” R, U and U” R, U’, 
(ii) for each U E Wi - W,, TC( { U}) fl W, = X, 
then p(L) = No. 
Proof. We show that, if L satisfies the conditions of the lemma, then IWi - 
W,l = 1, from which, since W, is denumerable, it follows that p(L) = K,,. Suppose 
that Urn,, U,, E Wi - W, and U,, # Um2; by Remark 1.6(iii), we may assume 
that there exists CllA E Wj$ such that 
(1) ChA E U,, and 
(2) IhA $ Um2, i.e., OA E U,,. 
From (1) and (ii) it follows that 
(3) A $17, for each U E X; 
moreover (2) and (3) imply that 
(4) A e Um3, foran U,,e WL- W,. 
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Now, each modal formula B is PC-equivalent to a formula in the modal normal 
disjunctive form 
where Bi has no modal operators and Bi,j, B,,, are modal formulas. To obtain this 
result it is in fact sufficient to consider each subformula UC and OC of B as a 
propositional letter, then to apply the Normal Disjunctive Form Theorem for 
Propositional Calculus, and finally apply the equivalences 10-C -0C and 
l@C = UC. At this point suppose 
By (3) and (4) we obtain that there exists i* E Z such that 
(5) 
(6) 
(A,* A /J OAi*,j A ?, fJAi*,t) E Ko and 
(A,* A ,, OAi*,j A ?, mAi*,,) $ U for each U E X. 
But, since L I- q IP- q l2Z’, (5) and (ii) imply that AtcT mAi*,, E U for each U E X; 
moreover, since Ai. is a O-formula without modal operators, there holds that 
either Ai. = J_ or Ai* = 11, and SO from (5) we obtain that Ai* =I_!_. Therefore 
from (6) it follows that, for each U E X, &ec OAi*,j $ U. This, together with (i), 
implies that there exists j* E J such that 
(7) Ai.,j. $ U for each U E X, 
and SO OAi*,j. E U,,,, implies that 
(8) Ai*.j* E Um, for some U,, E WE - Wm. 
(7) and (8) are analogous to (3) and (4), but the modal degree (i.e., the maximum 
number of nested modal operators) of Ai*,j* is less than that of A. Therefore, 
since the modal degree of a formula B does not change if B is put in normal 
modal form, in a finite number of steps we obtain that there must exist a 
O-formula D without modal operators which is true at a point, and false in some 
others; and this is absurd, because, as already observed, either D = J_ or 
D=lI. Cl 
In the range of this lemma we find well known examples of extensions of K4 
whose Post number is K,-,: these examples include K4T, (see [15]), K4.3W (see 
[lo]) and K4W ( a so 1 called CL, see [12]). In fact, if L is K4.3W or K4W then 
(W:nw,,KE rW;nW,> is isomorphic to the frame (w, >) ; on the other 
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hand, if L is K4T, then {WE tl W,, RL r Wt n Wo) is represented in Fig. 7. In 
both cases the only X: 
VW 
“7 iuo 
0 
’ a 
iii ci T 
0 ‘\ 0 . \<,’ . 
.’ t 
. I’ . 
(Figure 7) 
which satisfies (ii) is Wi f~ W, itself, and since WL fl W, also satisfies (i), we 
obtain that p(K4Q =p(K4.3W) =p(K4.W) = No. On the contrary, in the 
following example the set X is a proper subset of Wi n W,. 
Example 5. Let L = K4.3. (( W, R) I= K4.3 iff R is transitive and, for each w E W, 
R 1 TC({w}) is connected, i.e., for each x, y eTC({w}) if x fy then x Ry or 
y Rx). Then p(L) = No. 
(TR) 
GO0 .w,= uo 
0 /T l w 
/T 0 l w2 
0 /-T 
.w3 
. 
/’ 
n* 
/ 
. . 
(Figure 8) 
Proof. Wi rl W, is represented in Fig. 8. Let U E Wi - W, ; since X = 
TC({ U}) n (Wi fl W,) must be infinite (see Corollary 2.6) and connected, we 
have that X must be (Wi:i E w}; but X also satisfies condition (i) of Lemma 3.2, 
and therefore p(L) = Ho. 0 
We conclude with this last example, that we have built ‘ad hoc’ in order to 
reveal a further aspect of the difference between K and K4; it can therefore be 
considered an appendix of Theorem 2.8. 
Example 6. Zf L, is axiomatized by K4 U {Cl”J_} then p(L,) = n; whereas, if LA is 
axiomatized by K U { q “l} then p(LA) can be inductively determined as follows: 
p(L;) = 1, and, for n 32, p(LA) =p(LA_,) + (2’ - 1)(2’), where r =p(LA_,) - 
p(LL_,) and t =p(LL_,). 
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Proof. From the constructions of W, and WkA. 0 
4. More about Mg and I%& 
In this section we continue the study of tiK and 2(IpK4 in order to show the great 
complexity of these structures. In Section 5 we shall use these results to obtain 
information about the lattice of 0-axiomatizable modal logics. We first show that 
the concept of level, extended in Definition 1.0 to transfinite ordinals, is useless 
for this purpose. In fact 
Theorem 4.0. There exists no U of WC (and therefore of any Wl) such that 
lev( U) 3 w. 
Proof. Suppose lev(U) 2 o; then there must exist a U* E Wi such that 
lev( U*) = o. From Definition 1.0 and the fact that {U: lev( U) E o} = WkA we 
obtain that 
(*) 
Set 
{U: U* Ri U} is an infinite subset of Wk. 
S={ZE~~:U*E~(Z)} and 
Y={Wk-Z:Z~WkandZisfinite}. 
By Proposition 2.0 and Definition l.l(ii) we have that Y c I+$“,. Let us consider 
S’ = S U Y. By definition of t, for each Z E S, {U: U* Ri U} E Z, and hence, for 
each finite X G S’, n X contains an infinite subset of {U : U* Rk U}. Therefore S’ 
has the f.i.p. and thus, by Definition l.l(vi), nS’ #0. Let 17” E nS’; since 
(nY)nw~= 0, it follows that u” 4 Wk, while, from 17” E OS and the 
definition of RE, we obtain that U* R$ u”, which contradicts (*). 0 
This result does not imply that there are no O-distinguishable frames containing 
points of infinite level; for instance, the frame (w + 1, >) is O-distinguishable and 
lev(o) = w. But, from Theorem l.lO(ii) and Theorem 4.0 it follows that 
If a O-distinguishable frame (W, R) contains a w such that lev(w) 3 o, then 
there is no W G 9(W) such that ( W, R, W) is a descriptive frame. 
This result can also be extended to frames which are not O-distinguishable. 
Hence, while the extension to transfinite ordinals of the concept of level proposed 
in Definition 1.0 is ‘natural’, it is useless when applied to the field of descriptive 
frames. 
Therefore, in order to investigate the complexity of tiK and Mg4, it is useful to 
introduce the following weaker concept: 
Definition 4.1. Let (M, C) be a linearly ordered set; we say that (M, s) is 
quasi-embeddable in Mi if there is a one-one function f from M into WE such 
that, for each X, y E M, x S y implies f(x) Ri f (y). 
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Theorem 4.2. Each linear order (M, G) such that IMI s 2% is quasi-embed&Me 
in @. 
Proof. Let (W,R) be the frameof Fig. 2, X={xi:iEer}, and let 2~9(X) be 
such that IZI = /MI. Let g be a bijection between M and Z and consider the frame 
( W’, R’) such that 
W’=WUM, 
R’=RU{(x,y):x,y~Mandx~y}U{(x, U):Ueg(x)}. 
(W’, R’) is O-distinguishable; in fact, WE Wk and if U ~g(x) -g(y) then 
OAn( U) E Th,(x) - Th,(y). At this point the proof follows from Theorem 1.10(i). 
(For the purpose of the next theorem we observe that R’ is not a transitive 
relation.) 
Theorem 4.3. Let (M, S) be a linear order such that there exists an injective 
function g from the cardinal number 2% into M which preserves the order. Then 
(M, G) is not quasi-embeddable in WK.,. 
Proof. Let (M, S) satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem and suppose (M, S) is 
quasi-embeddable in I%& via f. For each ordinal LY E 2% let U, be f (g(o)). Since f 
is a quasi-embedding and since g preserves the order we have that if (Y < /3 then 
U, # UP and U, Ri, Up. U, f Ue implies, via Remark 1.6(iii), that there exists 
B E Wf& such that either q IB E U, - UP or q IB E U, - U,. But from K4 1 lJB+ 
q 2B and U, Rg, Us it follows that there exists B E WffO such that IJB E U, - U,. 
For each (Y let q B, E U,,, - U,. For each /I > (Y, q IB, E Us holds, and therefore 
the function h(a) = q IB, is an injective function from 2% into W&, a 
contradiction. 0 
Theorem 4.3 does not imply that no non-denumerable linear order is 
quasi-embeddable in iU& In fact we have that 
Theorem 4.4. (II, 6) ([w being the set of real numbers) is quasi-embeddable in 
&4. 
Proof. Let (W, R) be the frame of Fig. 4 and X = {xi: i E o}. Let g be a 
bijection between Q and X (Q is the set of rational numbers) and, for each r E [w 
set X,={g(q):qEQ and q s r}. Since r < r’ implies X, cX,,, we have that 
X = {Xr : r E Iw} is an increasing chain of subsets of X and 1x1 = 2%. Now, let us 
consider the frame ( W', R ’ ) such that 
W’=WU{w,:rE[W} and 
R’=RU{w,., w,):r’ >r}U{(w,, U):UETC(X,)}. 
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Since r’ 3 r implies X, E X,., we obtain that R’ is a transitive relation. Moreover, 
let U E X,, - X,; since R’ r X = 0, we have that U E TC(X,,) - TC(X,). Therefore 
Ok,(U) E Th,(w,,) - Th,Aw,)> f rom which it follows that (W’, R’) is O- 
distinguishable. So the theorem follows from Theorem 1.10(i). 0 
5. Tbe lattice of 0-axiomatizable logics 
We indicate by A(K) the lattice of all (normal modal propositional) logics 
ordered by inclusion and by A’(K) the sublattice of A(K) of all those logics which 
are axiomatizable by K U r for r E Wflo. In addition to being a sublattice of 
A(K), A’(K) is also an epimorphic image of it, as shown in the following lemma, 
whose proof is trivial. 
Lemma 5.0. (i) The function f : f (L) = Lo-, where Lo- is axiomatized by K U 
Th&@), is an epimorphism from A(K) onto A’(K). 
(ii) f -‘[f (L)] = {L’ : L’ fl Wfi = L fl Wfi} = {L’ : il4: = wLv} = {L’ : Lo- d L’ S 
Lo+}, where Lo+ = Th, (tiL). 
We determine the cardinality off -‘[f (L)] in the following 
Theorem 5.1. If-‘[f (L)]l = 1 ifl L is the logic axiomatized by K U { q l} ; 
otherwise f -‘[f (L)] is infinite. 
Proof. We recall (see Lemma 5.0) that f-‘[f(L)] = {L’: M”, = pL,}. It follows 
from Corollary 1.3 that, for each L, Wi is an R&losed subset of Wk. So, only 
the following four cases are possible. 
Case 1: Wi= {Uo}. In thiscaseLkCl_l_, and, sinceL’k01 impliesL’=L, we 
obtain that If -‘[f (L)]l = 1. 
Case 2: Wi= {Uoo}, i.e., tiL= ({&}, {(&,,,, U,)}). From the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, Case 1 follows that If-‘[f (L)]l = 2%. 
Case 3: WE = {U,, VW}. For each Li,,, for n = 2, considered in Theorem 3.1, 
Case 2, there holds that WE,,. = {U,, U,} and therefore If -‘[f (L)]l = 2%. 
Case 4: WE does not satisfy cases l-3. From the structure of MjK it follows 
that, in such a case, Wz contains a point U such that URE Uo. For each n E o set 
A” = iGo+l o(nl * S)-, i+jv+l o(‘Jl * S A 4) 
We observe that ( W, R) k A, only if, for each w E W, 
l{v:wRuandlev(v)=O}/~n. 
For each n let ( W,, R, ) be the frame such that 
W,, = WEU {wl, . . . , w,-~} and 
R,=RiU{(U, Wi): isn, UE WLand URgU,), 
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and let L, = Th,((W,, R,)). Since for each 1 =G i an - 1, Th,,(w,, (W,, R,)) = 
Th,(b, (w,, R,)) we obtain that tiLI = A42. Furthermore L, t-A, iff m 2 n, and 
so f-‘[f(L)] is infinite. 0 
We have shown that if L satisfies the conditions of Case 2 or Case 3 then 
If-‘[f(L)]/ =2%. W e o b serve that there are logics L (satisfying Case 4) such that 
If-‘W)ll = No. F or instance, let L be axiomatized by KU {C121}. It is 
straightforward to show that L has K. extensions; in fact, if L’ > L then either L’ 
is axiomatized by L U { q _L} or by L U {A,} (see Theorem 5.1, Case 4) for an 
IZ E o. Thus, by Lemma 5.0, we obtain that If-‘[f(L)]1 = Ho. 
We recall that L is said to be (Kripke-)complete if 
and it is said to satisfy the Finite Frame Property or, equivalently, the 
Finite Model Property (f.m.p.), if 
L=n{Th,((W,R)):(ti,R)~Land Wisfinite). 
Since, as already observed, for each L 
L=n{Th,((W,R,W)):(W,R,W)~L}, 
it follows from Remark 1.6(i) that each logic of A’(K) is complete. This fact, 
together with Theorem 5.1, shows that A’(K) impoverishes in an essential way 
the structure of A(K). Notwithstanding this fact, the results that follow show that 
A’(K) has a high degree of complexity. 
Theorem 5.2. (i) There are 2% Zogics of A’(K) not containing K4 and without 
f.m.p. 
(ii) There are 2% logics of A’(K) not containing K4 and with f.m.p. 
Proof. (i) follows from the proof of Theorem 2.3. In fact, for each Y EX let Ly 
be axiomatized by K U Tb( ( WY, Ry)). Since Y & Wkd,,, Ly does not contain K4. 
We show that it is without f.m.p. Let U E Y and set B = OAK(U). Since 
(WY, RY) b B[wy], we have that LyXIB. We show that each finite frame of Ly 
satisfies 1B. Let (W’, R’) l=Ly and W’ be finite, and let (W”, R”) be a 
O-distinguishable frame such that Thc,(( W’, R’)) = Th,( (W”, R”)) (see Proposi- 
tion 1.7(i)). Since Ly E A’(K), we obtain that ( W", R”) I= Lv Now, it is matter of 
routine to show that (WY, R,, WY), where W, is the set of all finite subsets of 
WY - {wy} and all their complements, is a descriptive frame (see a similar proof 
in Theorem 3.1 Case 3). So, by Corollary 1.9, (WY, Ry, IV’) is isomorphic to 
(Wz,, R&, w”,,,) and thus, by Theorem l.lO(iii), ( W", R”) is (isomorphic to) a 
generated subframe of (WY, Ry). But W” is finite, and so we have that wy $ W”; 
moreover, since wy is the only point of WY which satisfies B, we obtain that 
(IV”, R”) kiB and (observe that 1B E Wfi) (W’, R’) LlB. Hence, Ly is without 
f.m.p. 
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(ii) Let us again consider Theorem 2.3 and, for each Y EX let Lc be the logic 
axiomatized by K U Tho( (TC(Y), Ri 1 TC(Y))). L: does not contain K4, and 
it has the f.m.p. because, for each U ETC(Y), TC({U}) is finite. Once more, 
Y # Y’ implies L:# Lg., and hence we have (ii). 0 
Theorem 5.3. (i) A’(K) contains 2% extensions of K4 without f.m.p., and (ii) 2% 
extensions of K4 with f.m.p. 
Proof. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 5.2, by using Theorem 2.7 
instead of Theorem 2.3. 0 
We recall that a lattice A is said to be strongly atomic if, for each a, b EA, 
a < b implies that there exists c E A such that c covers a and c < b. In [7] it is 
shown that the lattice A(M) of the varieties of modal algebras is not strongly 
atomic, and thus, since A(M) and A(K) are dually isomorphic, it follows that 
A(K) is not dually strongly atomic. We show that not even A’(K) has this 
property, and we strengthen the impression of its complexity by showing that 
there exists 9 c A’(K) such that (2, s) is isomorphic to (Iw , 6 ) . 
Theorem 5.4. A’(K) is not dually strongly atomic. 
Proof. Let us consider the frame ( W’, R’) in the proof of Theorem 4.4, and, for 
each r E [w let {W,, R,) be defined as follows: W, = TC({r}) U W and R, = 
R’ 1 W,. Observe that if r < r’ then (W,, R,) is a generated subframe of 
( W,., R,.). Moreover 
Th&G R,,)) c Tb((w,, R,)); 
in fact, let qeQ and r<q<r’. We have that 10AK4(g(q)) is true in (W,, R,) 
and false in (W,.,, R,,) (see Theorem 4.4). Now, let rl < r2, L1 = n {L: L E A,,(K) 
and (W,,R,)kLiffrSr,} andL2=n{L:LEAo(K) (W,,R,)kLiffr~r,}. We 
have that L1 > Lz. Suppose L1 > L3 2 L2; in such a case there exists an r3 such that 
rI<r3Gr2 and (W,,, Rn) kL3. Let r1<r4<r3 and set L4=n{L:LeAo(K), 
L2L, and (W,, R,)kL iff rsr,}; we obtain that L,>L,>L,. Cl 
Corollary 5.5. ({L,: r E [w }, S), where L, is axiomatized by K U Th,,{ (W,, R,)), 
is a sublattice of A’(K) (and therefore of A(K)) isomorphc to ([w , S) . 
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